Abstract-We present a new closed-form bit error Drobabil-arrivals. A K-factor. defined as the ratio of the LOS wwer itY formula for -W -w to the multipath power, is used to characterise the €&an- 
I. INTRODUCTION N A RECENT PAPER Tjhung et al. [l] presented an
I approximate error rate performance analysis technique for narrow-band FSK with limiter-discriminator-integrator (LDI) detection in Rayleigh-fading channels. For LDI detection, as for differential PSK detection, the decision variable is the carrier phase difference over a symbol period. In [l], the probability distribution of this phase difference which is needed to evaluate the error rate performance was obtained by first examining the contribution from each of the two component phase differences separately. One of these phase differences Aq is due to the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and the other one A6 is due to the fadinginduced phase or FM noise. The final distribution was then obtained by a convolution operation, assuming that the two noises were statistically independent after averaging over the Rayleigh multipath amplitude. In [ 11, intersymbol interference (ISI) effects resulting from signal bandwidth restriction were analysed using a quasi-static method, which was based on the assumption that the fading process was slow compared to the data rate.
Recently, them has been notable progress in the error performance analysis of DPSK and FSK modulations in satellite mobile channels affected by Rician fading. The received signal in this case is composed of a line-of-sight (LOS) signal plus a Rayleigh-faded replica arising from many multipath IEEE Log Number 9404720.
Singapore.
differential phase distribution for Rician fading channels. His work was later refined by Kom [5] , who redefined the signalto-noise ratio (SNR), so that the sum of LOS and multipath power is considered as a signal power. When the K-factor is equal to zero, Mason' Kom [5] , in which the Rayleigh multipath is combined with the AWGN has resulted in a simple probability distribution for the carrier phase difference of the faded signal. However, from the probability distribution, it is not straightforward to obtain a physical explanation of the individual effects of various system parameters; for example, the fading bandwidth fDT and the IF filter bandwidth BT, on the error performance. In fact, in the numerous number of publications by Mason [2] and Kom [5]- [7] , only e m r rate results were presented for these system parameters, but hardly any explanation was given on how these parameters affect the error performance.
In this paper, we present B completely closed-form error probability formula for narrow-band FSK with LDI detection in Rayleigh-fading channels. Following Jones [3] and Mason
[2], we combine the Rayleigh multipath with the AWGN as a new Gaussian process. We then employ the probability density function @df) presented by Pawula et aL [2, eq. (B-6)], with the LOS signal set to zero, to obtain the pdf of the phase difference between two Rayleigh vectors arising from a Gaussian process sampled at two instants of time. In our case, this pdf is governed by the autocordation coefficient of the combined process of the multipath and the AWGN. We derive a new expression for this autocorrelation coefficient which depends explicitly on the fading and IF filter bandwidths and on the SNR. We 
II. QUASI-STATIC ANALYSIS MODEL
The system under study and the various system and signal parameters are shown and defined in Fig. 1 . We assume many mdtipath waves with identical amplitude arriving at the receiver from all diredtioIls uniformly. The fading power spectrum with a maiimum Doppler ftequency spread of fD is shown in Fig. 1 
Sa(t) = R(t)a(t)eJta(t)*'(r)l+~(t)
where n(t) = xn(t)+jyn ( the data rate so that (1) can be approximated as
Now using the IS1 analysis given in [l], [8], we can write (2) as

~( t ) eja(t){a(t) G + (~) ) . (3)
It should be noted that in (2) and ( where the symbol "*" denotes a convolution operation and h(t) is the lowpass equivalent impulse response of the IF filter. For slow fading, R(t) and b(t) vary so slowly compared to 11n [I] , it is stated b t (a2(t)) = 1. his is not true. The cocrect statement should be that the low-pass equivalent IF filter output of de(t) is a(t)d+@).
The analysis in this paper is based on the above approximation and is sometimes referred to as "quasi-static" analysis. The IF filter output S,(t) is the sum of (3) and a narrowband Gaussian noise n(t) due to the AWGN. By considering that So(t) is the sum of two Gaussian random processes and assuming uncorrelated noise, we derived in Appendix A, using the carrier phase difference at two instants of time, to -T and to, as ' Pawula er aL's [2, eq. (B-6) as a starting point, the pdf for 1 .o where A+ = AB + AT, A6 = B(t,) -6(to -2') and
-T), with the angles 6 and 11 defined in approaches an impulse function as (bT approaches unity, and f(A$) tends to be a uniform distribution as +T tends to zero. The former occurs when p + 00 and fDT t 0, while the latter occurs when p t 0. It is to be noted that (8) is a classical probability distribution function, a monotonically increasing function with values in the range from zero to one. The convenience of using (8) 
IV. BIT ERROR PROBASILrry
For FSK with LDI detection, a part of the bit error probability P,, is contributed by the discrete "click" noise. 
V. IS1 EFFECTS
The IS1 effects are introduced into the error probability formulae through a2(t), A$(t). and &t). As in [l], we compute the bit error rate (BER) for the centre bits of the 3 bit patterns 111, 010, and 011. We use the expressions for 4(t), a2(t), A+(t), and m given in [l] with the exception that a closed-form formula for mlOl0 is derived in Appendix C here. In [I], the expression for TI010 was left in an integral form.
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VI. LIMITING CASES
We now have simpler closed-form formulae for computing bit error rate (BER) for narrow-band FSK with LDI detection in Rayleigh-fading channels. But before we present our computation results we will first consider two limiting cases:
A. The Case of Quasi-Stationary Fading
In this case, the random phase noise due to the fading mechanism varies so slowly that its effect on the BER is negligible. This means A6 0 and A$ S Aq, that is the differential phase noise comes only from the AWGN. This slowly fading case also implies that f D -, 0, so that from (5),
JO (27r f D T ) approaches unity and
The pdf f (A$) and the ensuing BER are then controlled by the SNR, p , and by the IS1 through the parameters C1 and C,. it can be shown that we will arrive at f(Aq5) of (4) with q 5~ given by (12).
B. The Case of an Injinite SNR (Error Rate Floor)
In this case the differential phase noise comes only from the fading process, since the AWGN tends to zero. For very large p so that l / p << CI, (5) can be approximated as The pdf f (A$) and the ensuing BER are now independent of S N R and governed only by for. The BER in this case approaches a conswt or floor value as S N R + 00.
W. BER COMPUTATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Using (8x11) we have computed error rates for various values of h, BT, and ~D T .
These are shown in Figs. 4-6 . On the other hand, as Eb/N, becomes very large, the BER is governed only by the fading induced phase noise Ab. From  Fig. 4 we see a reversal of the effect of BT on the BER, that is the BER gets larger with decreasing BT's. This can be simply explained by the fact that as BT gets smaller, Aq5 decreases due to ISI. This implies a smaller value for F( A$) and therefore, as can be seen from (lo), Pe, cant increases. It is to be noted that the contribution to the BER from the click through x of (1 1) foT because of a smaller &. Since the range of integration to obtain Pe, cant in (10) is fixed from A4 to T, P,, cant increases with a broadened f (A$). Physically, this means that the phase noise excursion spreads wider with increasing vehicular speed and Doppler fi-equency shifi.
We note that e m rate floor values for M-ary DPSK and M-FSK were given by Kom [7] for various values of ~D T and BT. However, a physical explanation on how fDT and BT affect these floor values was missing in [7] .
Finally, although our closed-form BER formula is applied ia this paper only to the bhary FSK case, an extension of the application to the general M-ary FSK and M-DPSK is StIaightfOlWard. rate floor values are seen to increase with increasing foT values as predicted in the theory. However, the measured error rate floor values are higher than the computed results. We observed in our experiment that bursts of bit errors which occurred during deep fades contributed to these high error rate floors. We conjecture that during deep fades, there exists 27r phase jumps or clicks due to the random phase noise attributable to the fading mechanism. It is not straightforward to account for this type of clicks since the phasors at two instants of time due to the fading process is highly correlated. The FM click theory due to Rice [lo] will not hold in this case and a click theory for correlated Rayleigh vectors is not yet available.
VIII. EXPERIMENT
M. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have derived a closed-form expression for the phase noise distribution contributed from AWGN and Rayleigh fading and applied it to the bit error probability calculation of narrow-band FSK with LDI detection. A closed-form formula is also derived for the FM click rate, which is made possible by employing Pawula's 3 bit pattern technique [8] to account for the effect of IS1 due to band-restriction. We discuss the relative effects of the AWGN and the fading induced phase noise on the error performance. Moreover, as a new contribution we provide a physical explanation, not available in previous publications, 
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By applying 111, eq. (2.584(38))1 to evaluate the integrals of 6;' sin x dx in (B-5) and then resubstituting (B-3) into the result and rearranging the terms leads to and p ( t ) is a time varying signal-to-noise ratio defined by in which Strictly speaking, R in (C-4) should be the Rayleigh distributed random process denoted by R( t) in (l), and the time derivative of S ( t ) in (1) should be added to the &(t) which appears in the numerator of the integrand in (C-2). However, since we have made a slow-fading assumption such that R(t) and S ( t ) vary very slowly compared to variations in a ( t ) and +(t), respectively, we may treat R(t) as a time invariant
Rayleigh-distributed random variable and drop S ( t ) without (C-11)
